PATH TO ONE
Liability Waiver Release and Informed consent to treat for Personal Energy Consultations/Classes

Creating harmonious energy fields provide an alignment, personal empowerment and renewed and increased energy or life
force. In energetic integrity we are able to create and manifest what we desire in our lives. When our physical, emotional or
spiritual body are out of alignment due to emotional trauma, physical injury, unresolved memories, environmental or food
toxins, addictions, poor relationships or living an ungrounded, unconscious life, we lack the necessary vitality for life and can
become physically ill, depressed, stuck and have difficultly creating a holistically harmonious life.
Both conscious and unconscious thoughts, fears, personal history, grievances, intentions, and belief systems as well as
family, friends and societal belief structure and systems become imprinted into our subtle energy systems as well as physical
body. This impacts how one feels and expresses oneself in the world. During personal sessions and/or classes, holistic
techniques such as Meditation, Energy Healing, Reiki, Spiritual Counseling, Consciousness Exploration etc. are presented
to the client and applied to heal the subtle energy systems in support of healing the body and spirit.
Personal sessions provide various sensations during and after a session depending upon the topic or issue covered. Clients
may sometimes experience an increased flow of energy throughout their body and personal space creating an increased
sense of well-being. As well, energy work may bring about the release of old emotions such as grief, sadness or anger as
part of the healing process and may also bring forward outdated energetic patterns, including but not limited to, relationships
with work, friends and family members. Clients often find it appropriate to relax right after a session and allow the integration
of the energy work to continue. Drinking water and relaxing allows the body to eradicate old toxins and energy and provide
the body to integrate the energetic alterations.

Path to One Liability Waiver and Release

I, ______________________________________________, am here to inspire my own personal transformation. I realize
there are no guarantees that the services purchased from Path to One will function to my full expectations and I also realize
I have many options in my quest for health. I acknowledge I have not been forced to purchase services from Path to One,
nor have I been advised to avoid or stop other forms of treatment including traditional medicine, or alternative, offered by
licensed doctors. I take personal responsibility for my well-being and with respect for myself I gratefully accept control of my
choices. In exchange for the services purchased from Path to One, I, my heirs, guardians, and legal representatives hereby
and forever release, waive, and discharge any claims against, Path to One, Maurice Correa, and/or any of their associates
or affiliates. I take full responsibility and am responsible for all liability for loss or injury incurred while in association with or
applying energy techniques and information learned from Maurice Correa and/or any of their associates or affiliates.
I have carefully read this agreement and fully understand its content. I am aware that this is a waiver and release of potential
liability and a contract between the above noted parties and myself. I understand that this contract is binding and
acknowledge that I am signing this of my own free will.

Client/Guardian Signature _________________________________________________
Date ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Client/Guardian Name _____________________________________________________________________________
If the session is for a minor, Minor Name _______________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________
Email ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Cell _____________________________________________________________________________________________

